1. RACK MOUNTED STEEL CHASSIS ZINC PLATED
   19" WIDTH STD. RACK MOUNTING
   1.72" HEIGHT, 5" DEPTH.
   PAINTED FRONT PANEL WITH OVERSPRAY ALONG FRONT EDGES.
   FED. STD. NO. 5988 COLOR # 27722 (BEIGE).

2. POWER INPUT: 125VAC, SINGLE-PHASE, 50/60HZ.
   CABLE: 14/3 AWG, GROUNDING, 9 FT. LONG.
   PLUG: NEMA 5-15P.

3. CONTROL SWITCH: 3, 1-POLE, MOMENTARY PUSHBUTTON.
   1, NORMALLY OPEN, "ON" SWITCH, WITH GREEN BUTTON.
   1, NORMALLY CLOSED, "OFF" SWITCH, WITH BLACK BUTTON.
   1, NORMALLY OPEN, "TEST" SWITCH, WITH BLACK BUTTON.
   1, GREEN, FOR CIRCUIT BREAKER STATUS OF REMOTE PDU.
   1, GREEN, ON WHEN REMOTE PANEL IS SWITCHED ON.
   1, RED, ON WHEN EMERGENCY POWER OFF IS ACTIVATED.
   1, GREEN, ON WHEN EPO IS IN RESET CONDITION.
   1, FEMALE, AMP # 1-480304-0, WITH AMP # 60619-1 SOCKET CONTACTS.
   MATES WITH AMP # 1-480305-0 CONNECTOR, WITH AMP # 60620-1 PINS.
   J1, J2 - REMOTE ON/OFF AND EPO OUTPUT COMMAND TO REMOTE POWER CONTROLLER.
   PIN 1 TO 3 FOR REMOTE ON/OFF AND PIN 2 TO 3 FOR EMERGENCY POWER OFF.

4. INDICATOR LIGHT: 4, LED TYPE, 125VAC RATED.
   1, GREEN, FOR CIRCUIT BREAKER STATUS OF REMOTE PDU.
   1, RED, ON WHEN EMERGENCY POWER OFF IS ACTIVATED.
   1, GREEN, ON WHEN EPO IS IN RESET CONDITION.

5. REMOTE I/O SWITCHING CONNECTOR:
   2, FEMALE, AMP # 1-480304-0, WITH AMP # 60619-1 SOCKET CONTACTS,
   MATES WITH AMP # 1-480305-0 CONNECTOR, WITH AMP # 60620-1 PINS.
   1, NORMALLY CLOSED, "OFF" SWITCH, WITH BLACK BUTTON.
   1, NORMALLY OPEN, "TEST" SWITCH, WITH BLACK BUTTON.
   1, RED, ON WHEN EMERGENCY POWER OFF IS ACTIVATED.
   1, GREEN, ON WHEN EPO IS IN RESET CONDITION.

6. HOUR METER: 7 DIGIT (0...99999.99HR) DISPLAY.
   MONITORS SYSTEM RUN TIME OF REMOTE POWER CONTROLLER VIA INPUT CABLE.

7. AUDIBLE ALARM: 100dB AT 2FT. ON WHEN EPO IS ACTIVATED.

8. EMERGENCY OFF SWITCH: RED, MUSHROOM PUSHBUTTON SWITCH.
   PUSH TO ACTIVATE EMERGENCY POWER OFF.
   TURN KNOB TO RESET EPO, SILENCE ALARM.

9. UL RECOGNIZED COMPONENTS.